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PREFACE

This report is prepared under guidance contained in the Recorended
Guidelines for Safety Inspection of Dams, for Phase I Investigations.
Copies of these guidelines may be obtained from the Office of the Chief
of Engineers , Washington, D.C. 20314. The purpose of a Phase I investi-
gation is to identify expeditiously those dams which may pose hazards to
human life or property. The assessment of the general condition of the
dam is based upon available data and visual inspections. Detailed in-
vestigation and analyses involving topographic mapping, subsurface
investigations testing, and detailed computational evaluations are beyond
the scope of a Phase I investigation; however, the investigation is
intended to identify any need for such studies.

In reviewing this report, it should be realized that the reported
condition of the dam is based on observations of field conditions at the
time of inspection along with data available to the inspection team. In
cases where the reservoir was lowered or drained prior to inspection, such
action, while improving the stability and safety of the dam, removes the
normal load on the structure and may obscure certain conditions which
might otherwise be detectable if inspected under the normal operating
environment of the structure.

It is important to note that the condition of a dam depends on
numerous and constantly changing internal and external conditions, and is
evolutionary in nature. It would be incorrect to assume that the present
condition of the dam will continue to represent the condition of the dam
at some point in the future. Only through continued care and inspection
can there be any chance that unsafe conditions be detected.

Phase I inspections are not intended to provide detailed hydrologic
and hydraulic analyses. In accordance with the established guidelines,
the spillway design flood is based on the estimated "Probable Maximum
Flood" for the region (flood discharges that may be expected from the
most severe combination of critical meteorologic and hydrologic conditions
that are reasonably possible), or fractions thereof. Because of the
magnitude and rarity of such a storm event, a finding that a spillway
will not pass the design flood should not be interpreted as necessarily
posing a highly inadequate condition. The design flood provides a
measure of relative spillway capacity and serves as an aide in
determining the need for more detailed hydrologic and hydraulic studies,
considering the size of the dam, its general condition and the downstream
damage potential.
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PHASE I REPORT
NATIONAL DAN SAFETY PROGRAM

BRIEF ASSESSMENT Of DAN

Name of Dam: Camp Hydaway Dam
State: Virginia
Location: Campbell County
USGS Quad Sheet: City Fare, Virginia
Stream: Opossum Creek
Date of Inspection: 2 April 1981

Vamp-Ay4hWay Dam is an earthfill structure about 230 feet long and
19 feet high with a private roadway traversing the dam, The dam is
owned and maintained by Mr. Daniel B. Candler.- The dam is classified
as small size vith a significant hazard classification. The pipe
spillway is a 10-inch cast iron metal pipe drop-inlet that connects to
a 10-inch cast iron metal pipe which passes through the dam at low
level and an open channel cut at the left abutment. The reservoir is

used for recreation by the owner and the Lynchburg YMCA.

Based on criteria established by the Department of the Army,
Office of the Chief of Engineers (OCE), the Spillway Design Flood
(SDF) is the 100-year flood. ,The spillways will pass 7 percent of the
PM? or 36 percent of the SDF without overtopping the crest of the
dam. The effects of overtopping from the SDF are not considered
detrimental to the embankment. The spillvay is adjudged as
'inadequate, but not seriously inadequate.

The visual inspection revealed no problems in need of immediate
attention. Maintenance is performed by the owner. Aovever, there is
no regular maintenance operations program or warning system. it is
recomended that a regular maintenance and operations program be
instituted with provisions for records of all maintenance performed.
It is also recommended that a warning system be established and that'
the maintenance items listed in Section 7.2 be accomplished as part of
the regular maintenance program within the next 12 months.

Submitted By: Approved:

Original signed by:1 Original signed btt
Carl S. Anderson,, Jr., Douglas L. Raller

CARL S. ANDERSON, JR., P.E. DOUGLAS L. HALLER
Acting Chief, Design Branch Colonel Corps of Engineers

Co mmnder and District Engineer

Recommended By Date:_ ,_____________

Original signed b. .

JACK G. STARR

JACK G. STARR
Chief, Engineering Division
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SECTION 1

PROJECT INFORMATION

1.1 General:

1.1.1 Authority: Public Law 92-367, 8 August 1972, authorized
the Secretary of the Army, through the Corps of Engineers, to initiate
a National Program of Safety Inspections of Dams throughout the United
States. The Norfolk District has been assigned the responsibility of
supervising the inspection of dams in the Commonwealth of Virginia.

1.1.2 Purpose of Inspection: The purpose is to conduct a Phase I
inspection according to the Recommended Guidelines for Safety

Inspection of Dams (Reference 1, Appendix IV). The main
responsibility is to expeditiously identify those dams which may be a
potential hazard to human life or property.

1.2 Project Descriptionf

1.2.1 Dam and Appurtenances: Camp Hydaway Dam is an earthfill
embankment about 230* feet long and 19** feet high. The crest of the
dam is 12 feet wide and is traversed by a gravel private roadway. The
dam crest is nearly uniformly horizontal at elevation 813.9 MSL. The
upstream slope is 1 horizontal to I vertical (1H:IV) above the
waterline and 2.9H:lV below the waterline. The downstream slope is
1.6R:lV. There is a bench extending along the downstream face just
below the crest of the dam for nearly its entire length. The upstream
slope is riprapped at normal pool level.

The spillway consists of a 10-inch cast iron pipe riser, (pipe
spillway) elevation 809.75 feet MSL located 15 feet into the reservoir

and an open channel cut in the left abutment. The 10-inch cast iron
riser is connected to a 10-inch cast iron pipe which passes through
the dam at a low level and discharges at the toe of dam. There is a
23-inch metal drum over the 10-inch riser acting as a trash guard.
The trash guard is supported by three fingers which rest upon the pipe
spillway crest. The open channel cut has a control section 38.8 feet
wide with a minimum crest elevation of 810.0 feet MSL. A two-foot
wide by 3-inch deep notch has been cut into the spillway control
section with an elevation of 809.75 feet MSL.

1.2.2 Location: Camp Hydaway Dam is located one mile southeast
of the City of Lynchburg, Virginia between Candler and Jack Mountains
on aoute 677.

*Dam length is measured from natural ground at the left abutment to

natural ground at the right abutment. The width of the open channel
cut in the left abutment is not considered part of the dam length.

**Dm height based on the difference in elevation between the

streambed at the toe of the dam and the maximum height of the crest.

1-1
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1.2.3 Size Classification: The dam is classified as a small size

structure on the basis of its height as defined in Reference 1,
Appendix IV.

1.2.4 Hazard Classification: There is a vacant mobile home site,
an occupied home, and a State road and bridge in the area immediately
downstream from the dam. A failure of the dam could endanger lives

and cause economic losses. Therefore, a significant hazard
classification is given to the structure according to guidelines

contained in Section 2.1.2 of Reference 1, Appendix IV. The hazard
has nothing to do with its stability or probability of failure.

1.2.5 Ownership: Camp Hydaway Dam is owned by Mr. Daniel B.
Candler.

1.2.6 Purpose: The dam is used for recreation by the owner and

the Lynchburg YMCA which operates a day camp at the site.

1.2.7 Design and Construction History: The dam was constructed

during the years 1952 and 1953.

1.2.8 Normal Operational Procedures: Water passes automatically
through the spillways as the reservoir rises above the spillway intake

riser and the side channel crest.

1.3 Pertinent Data:

1.3.1 Drainage Area: The dam controls a drainage area of 1.9

square miles.

1.3.2 Discharge at Dam Site: Maximum Flood - unknown.

Pool level at crest of dam (elevation 813.9):

Spillway ............................................ 1000 cfs

1.3.3 Dam and Reservoir Data: Pertinent data on the dam and
reservoir are shown in the following table:

TABLE 1.1 DAM AND RESERVOIR DATA

Reservoir
Elevation Capacity

feet Area Acre Watershed, Length,

mIem sl Acres feet Inches feet

Top of Dam 813.9 9.7 75 2.7 .25

Spillway Crest 809.75 7.3 53 1.9 .19
Stream Bed at Toe 794.9 --......

of Dam

1-2
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SECTION 2

£NGINEERING DATA

2.1 Desi g: There is no design information available.

2.2 Construction: There are no known construction records. The dam was
constructed by Gray Construction Copany of Lynchburg, Virginia during the
years 1952-1953. The owner indicated that the dam was well constructed in
accordance with generally accepted practices for such projects.

2.3 Evaluation: There is no information available which would allow a
sufficient foundation evaluation and an adequate embankment stability
evaluation.

2-1
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SECTION 3

VISUAL INSPECTION

3.1 Findings:

3.1.1. General ': The results of the 2 April 1981 inspection are
recorded in Appendix III. At the time of the inspection the weather
was sunny and clear, with a temperature of 600 F and the ground
conditions were dry. The reservoir pool elevation was 809.75 KSL.
The tailwater was 795.9 MSL. There are no prior inspection reports.

3.1.2 Embankment: A sketch of the embankment showing a cross
section and crest profile is provided in Appendix I. A plan view is
also given in Appendix I.

The embankment crest and upstream face are in good condition.
There are no signs of surface cracks, unusual movement, or
misalignment. A good grass cover exists on the upstream face. Riprap
was observed on the upstream face of the dam at the water level. The
riprap appeared to have settled into the embankment. A gravel covered
roadway, bordered by a satisfactory grass cover, traverses the crest
of the dam. The downstream face is covered with underbrush and
hardwood trees with diameters of up to one foot.

Clear standing water, approximately 10 feet wide, was observed 30
feet to the left of the pipe spillway outlet. The contact between the
right abutment and the downstream face was damp with standing water at
the toe approximately 10 feet across. These may be seeps but no
noticeable flow was observed. There is an eroded or sloughed area on
the downstream embankment face next to the right abutment. A bench
extends along the downstream slope just below the crest level for
approximately 200 feet. Additionally, there is an old eroded area of
slough at the toe of dam tt he left of the stilling basin.

3.1.3 Spillway: The spillway consists of a 10-inch cast iron
pipe riser located in the reservoir (pipe spillway) and an open
channel in the left abutment. A 23-inch diameter drum, supported by
metal fingers atop the 10-inch riser, forms the trash guard. The
riser is connected to a 10-inch cast iron pipe which passes through
the embankment at a low level and discharges into a stilling basin at
the toe of the dam. The outlet to this pipe was submerged and
partially blocked by rock and debris. The open channel in the left
abutment has a control section consisting of a masonry sill
approximately 2 feet wide and 39 feet long. In the left side of the
sill is a 2-foot section slightly lower than the rest of the sill.
This 2-foot section is at the same elevation as the cast iron riser.
The side channel has a masonry training wall on its left side
directing flow beneath a concrete and steel bridge, crossing the
channel approximately 20 feet below the control section. The bridge
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is a concrete slab on steel beaus with a minimum span of 14.8 feet and 3.8
feet clearance between the channel bed and the bottom of the bridge. Below
the bridge the channel steepens abruptly and discharges into the natural
channel below.

3.1.4 Instrumentation: There is no instrumentation on this dm.

3.1.5 Reservoir Area: The slopes of the watershed are mild to steep
and covered with woods. There are no signs of reservoir slope failure.
Sedimentation in the reservoir was not observed.

3.1.6 Downstream Channel: The channel immediately below the dm is a
natural stream in a wooded valley. The streambed is clear of obstructions.
Approximately one-half mile below the dam is one occupied structure and a
highway bridge.

3.1.7 Stilling Basin: The stilling basin is shallow with riprap
partially blocking the pipe spillway outlet.

3.2 Evaluation: Overall, the dm appears to be in good condition. The
inspection revealed certain preventative maintenance items which should be
scheduled as part of an annual maintenance program. These are:

a. Remove underbrush from dam. Cut all trees less than 3 inches in
diameter at the ground. All trees greater than 3 inches in diameter
should have their root ball removed and have compacted fill placed
in the holes and the fill seeded. Seed bare areas, exposed by the
clearing operations, to maintain a good grass cover over entire
embankment.

b. Monitor wet area and standing water left of the pipe spillway and
the wet area near the right abutment for increase in flow or for
cloudiness of water. If either of these conditions develop, a
geotechnical engineering firm should be consulted to evaluate the
situation.

c. Underbrush in the eroded or sloughed area, noted in paragraph 3.1.2,
should be removed and the area subsequent backfilled and seeded.

d. Remove any obstructions from the spillway outlet in the stilling
basin.

e. Install gauge, which is a staff, rod, or post, with elevations
indicated on it permanently mounted to show the depth of water. It
should be of sufficient height to indicate depth of flow through the
open channel cut spillway.

3-2
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UCTlO 4

OUEATWUM. PUSMUS

4.1 toeue:The nomal steraW Peel elevation is abOut SW.1S foot
MW.I wbich is- -the elevatim of the crest of the lO-aacb riser istekoend the
crest elevation of the 2-feet wide by 3-ineb deep atch in the open Chasel
cut spillway. Wter passes automatically ever the crest of the intake riser
end the crest of the atch is the open channel cut spillway, as the water
level is the reservoir rises. Water will pass ever the sat ire epen charne
cut spuilwy crest whea the lake level rises more thee three inches above
normal poel elevation since the 1O-iach riser crest ad the atch crest is
only three imches, below the crest ef the epes cheoal cut spillway.

4.2 ftot~l General oaistemace is performed at the dee by the
owner as thenee &o rises.

4.3 MAan ytm At preseat tim, there is me warniag system or
evacuat im pla for Cm Rydawey Dom.

4.4 gvlaiq Ie down does not require a elaborate operational ad
maintenanepocedre. Nowevr. a program should be initiated to help
detect and correct cmy problems that night occur. An anal saiateaecc
program should be established which incluades, but is amt limited to, the
constat mnitoring of any uat areas as wall as seasonal activities such as
sowing ad c lear is6 .

A emergency operatisa ad warning pas should be developed. to include:

a. Mow to operate the dme during a emergency.

b. Who to notify, including public officials, in case evacuatios from
the dowastrern area becmes accessory.

The local Emergeacy Services Coordinator of the State Office of Itsergy
ad Zmargescy Services ca assist is the preparation of a keorgeacy Varsiag
P las.



SCTIOU 5

UMALI/ TUOMrLr IC DATA

,.1 hemn em were available.

S.2 Sydretsaic Recall: m. wore available.

S.) 3~ ed origes: The anssium flu at the dan site is met

5.4 Flj . d j jgj: The IGO-year flood. 1/2 FU. .nd tW were
develope ad routed tbrougb the reservoir by use of the UC-LM
compuer presrae (Rferese 2. Appaia IV) asd appropriate emit
hbdregraph. precipitatio ad sterae-outflow, data. Clark' Tc ae 9
coefficient for the lecal drainage area Wa eat imted frM basis
characteristics. The rainfall applied to the developed eit
hydregraphs, ea obtained fran the U. S. Weather Bureau Publictieo
(meferesce 3 and 4 of Appendix IV).

$. I ll IMai : Pertinent duam ad reservoir data are
siown in Table 1.1.

Water poems autnatically over the spilleys as the reservoir
ries above the elevatiem 8 .f tIL.

The storage curve eo developed based eN areas obtained from a
0. S. Geological Survey Quadranle Nap. Survey data takeo during the
inmpectisn es correlated to the City Pre, Virgisia Quadrangle map to
help develop area-storage data. Rating curves for the spillemy sd
ne-overflow sectioas ers developed. In reutig hydrograpb througb
the reservoir, it es assumed that the initial pool level wea at the
elevation of the spilley crest elevation (M0.75 NL).

5.6 Overtowimt PeteetjQl: The probable rise is the reservoir
and other pertisest infornatio s reservoir perforusece is shw is
the following table:
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Table 5.1 USERVOIR PEFO ,tAU

Normal _ Hydroraoh ,
flow Inn Yearl/ 1/2PM . P3372/

Peak flow c.f.s.
Inflow 1.7 2737 7250 14500
Outf low 1.7 2727 7244 1"93

maximum elevation
feet. NUL 810.0 815.2 817.2 819.6

Nom-Overflow sect ion
(Elevation 2855.0)
Depth of Flow, feet - 1.3 3.3 5.7
Duration, hours - 2.0 5.3 9.3
Velocity, fps 3/ - 5.2 8.4 11.0

Tailwter levatione
Feet. NaL 795.9 ......

J/ 1 b. 100-year flood has oe chance In r00 of occurring in any given year.
1/ The PW is ma estimte of flood discharges that may be expected from the
met eevere combinations of critical meteorologic and hydrologic conditions
that are reasonably possible in the region.
1/ Critical Velecity.

5.7 Regervoir botmisa Potential: No drawdown facilities ware observed.

5.8 19valmatem: Based on the eise (mall) and hazard classification
(signiicnitj thirecomnded Spillway Design Flood is 100-year to 1/2
PM. based on the risk involved, the 100-year flood has been selected at
the SOP. The spillway will pass 7 percent of the FM or 36 percent of the
SW vithout overtopping the dam. Therefore, the spillway is adjudged sa
inadequate. but et eriously inmadequate.

The spillwey design flood will overtop the dm crest 1.29 feet for 2.0
hour* end achieve an average critical velocity of 5.2 feet per ecoed.

Conclusions pertain to present day conditions. The effects of future
development on the hydrology has not been considered.

5-2
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UCTION 6

DM STAILITY

6.1 Foundation and Abutments: There is little information available on
the foundation conditions, except what can be inferred from geologic studies
of the area, which lies near the western limit of the Piedmont physiographic
province. Briefly, the site is underlain by the Candler formation, which is
charaterized by lustrous, gray-green phyllite snd fine- to coaree-graind
schist, according to Geolotv and Nineral Resources of the Ivn9hbwrit
Quadrangle. Virtinia, published by the Virginia Division of Mineral
&esources. The geologic map in this publication indicates that the area
beyond the right hand side of Oposum Creek is underlain by arch marble, but

this material vas not noted in outcrops at the damsite, and probably lies
beyond the immediate area of the dam. Exposures of the Candler formation

are seen in the open channel spillvay and in ledges outcropping in the
streambed below the dam.

The Soil Survey of Cambel County and City of Lvnrhburt. Yirtieia,
published by the Soil Conservation Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture,
indicates that the soils derived fram and overlying the Candler formation in
the vicinity of the dam consist variously of silt, fine sand, and clay. and
mixtures of these. The predominate materials would be classified under the
Unified System as SK, HL, MR, CE, AD CL. Using the pedological soil
classification system is use on agricultural soil maps, these soils are
identified as Kanteo channery loam, ason loom, and Tatem loam, soils
typically derived from sericite schist. The ChewacLe-Toce soil complex
(alluvial material) is indicated along the streambed and banks. The
underlying rock in the vicinity of the dam is indicated in the soils and
geology publications to be at a relatively shallow depth, as little as
eighteen inches and generally not more than five feet.

The site should afford a good foundation for the dom. In a sound,
relatively unweathered and unfractured form, as the visible exposures
suggest, the schist or phyllite bedrock here should offer a very good
foundation, one which would be generally stable and impervious. The shallow
depth to bedrock would facilitate the incorporation of an effective keyway
or cutoff trench into the desisn of the dam, which was accomplished. The
keyvay trench was extended down to sound rock at a depth of approximately
five feet below the base of the dan, and other portions of the embankment
may well rest on rock also. The area soils are moderately permeable but
seepage should not be excessive under portions of the dam not founded on
rock, particularly with the construction of an adequate clay core and keyway
trench. There is no foundation drainage system. The inspection did not
reveal any deficiencies related to the foundation and abutments.

6.2 Embankment:

6.2.1 1ateral: There is no information recorded on the exact nature
of the embankment materials, but the source of borrow for the dam was
located in the vicinity of the impoundment. As noted, the area soils appear
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to be silts, fie sands, and clay, and mixtures of these. The dam owner
indicated that the dam had been well constructed in accordance with
generally accepted practices for such projects.

As discussed above the area soils probably used as fill for the

embankment are fine grained residual soils of variable plasticity (low to
high, probably of moderate plasticity on the average). The Mason loan and

Tatus loan areas, generally on tLhe slopes away from the immediate streambed
and floodplain, afford the clayier materials, which would have been used
presumably to construct the core of the dam. However, because the exact
nature of the material used for the core, its dimensions, and the degree of
differentiation between core and shell materials are all unknown, for the
purpose of stability assessment, the dam will be classified as homogeneous.

6.2.2 S. :lit1  There are no available stability calculations. The
dam is 19 fet g and 12 feet wide at the crest. A gravel road traverses
the crest of the dam. The upstream slope is IH:IV down to elevation 809.9,
where a bench approximately 10 feet wide begins. beyond the bench the slope
is 2.9K:lV. The downstream slope is 1.6:IV. The dam is not subjected to a
sudden drawdown because there is no low level drain. The existing pool is
slightly above maximum control storage pool, which is the pool that exists
at the elevation of the crest of the spillway. In other words, there is
presently about 3.9 feet of freeboard. The dam has routinely experienced
the maximum control storage pool with no apparent ill effects.

According to the guidelines presented in Desian of Small Dams,
U. S. Detartment of the Interior. Bureau of Reclamation, the slopes
recommended for a homogeneous small dam of similar Zterial not subjected to
a rapid drawdown are 3H:IV upstream and 2.5i:IV downstream. The recommended
crest width is 14 feet. Based on these guidelines, the Camp Hydaway Dam has
an inadequate downstream slope and crest width, and an adequate upstream
slope, below the beach. The upstream slope above the bench is steeper than
desirable.

6.2.3 Seismic Stability: The dam is located in Seismic Zone 2.
Therefore, according to the Recommended Guidelines for Safety Inspection of
Dams. the dam is considered to have no hazard from earthquakes provided
static stability conditions are satisfactory and conventional safety margins
exist.

6.3 9valuation: There is insufficient information to adequately

evaluate the stability of the dam. However, the visual inspection revealed
no apparent instability, other than the sloughed area and the toe of the dam
in the vicinity of the stilling basin located at the right abutment, which
may have resulted largely or entirely from surface runoff. Based on the
visual inspection, the foundation is considered sound. Based on the Bureau
of Reclamation guidelines, the Camp Hydaway Dan has an inadequate downstream
slope and crest width, an adequate upstream slope below the bench and an
inadequate upstream slope above the bench. The undesirable effects from a
stability standpoint of the less than recommended crest width, downstream
slope, and upper upstream slope are somewhat offset by the bench on the
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upstrem face. As a consequence of this feature, the base of the dam
is considerably broadened, which enhances the stability of the
structure. The embankment is considered stable during both normal
pool and maximum storage pool operations. In addition, overtopping
is not a problem because during the spillvay design flood (100 Year
Flood), flows only slightly exceed one foot in depth (1.3 feet), are
of relatively brief duration (2 hours), and have a velocity of less
than 6 feet per second, the effective eroding velocity for a vegetated
earth embankment. A stability check is not required.
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SECTION 7

ASSESSMENT/REMEDIAL MEASURES

7.1 DamAssessment: There is no engineering data to sufficiently
evaluate the embankment stability. However, the visual inspection
revealed no findings to prove the dam unsound. Based on criteria

established by the Department of the Army, Office of the Chief of
Engineers (OCE), the Spillway Design Flood (SDF) is the 100-Year
Flood. The spillways will pass 7 percent of the PMF or 36 percent of
the SDF without overtopping the crest of the dam. Flows overtopping
the crest of the dam during the SDF are not considered detrimental to
the dam. The combined quantity of the spillways is considered

inadequate, but not seriously inadequate. Overall the dam is in good
condition and there is no immediate need for remedial measures.
A stability check of the dam is not required.

7.2 Recommended Remedial Measures: It is recommended that a
regular maintenance operations program be formalized for future

reference. A formal emergency procedure should be prepared and
furnished to those responsible for maintaining the dam in a safe
condition. This should include how to operate the dam during an
emergency, and who to notify, including public officials, in case
evacuation from the downstream area is necessary. The local Emergency
Services Coordinator of the State Office of Energy and Emergency
Services can assist in the preparation of an Emergency Warning Plan.
Also, the inspection revealed the following maintenance items that
should be scheduled by the owner during a regular maintenance period

within the next 12 months:

a. All trees and saplings and underbrush on the downstream face

of the dam should be cut even with the ground to prevent the eventual
deterioration of the dam by root systems. All trees with diameters

greater than three inches should have the root ball and root structure
removed. The subsequent holes should be filled with well compacted
soil and then seeded. Bare area exposed by removed underbrush should
also be seeded to ensure adequate grass cover overall.

b. Monitor the wet area and standing water just beyond the toe of
the dam to the left of the pipe spillway outlet and the wet area at
the right abutment for increase in size or turbidity. If either
condition develops, a geotechnical engineering, firm should be
consulted to evaluate the situation.

c. Sloughed or eroded areas on the downstream face left of the
stilling basin and near the right abutment should be filled with
compacted fill and seeded.

d. Remove the obstructions from the pipe spillway outlet in the

stilling basin.

7-1
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e. Install a staffgage, which is a staff, rod, or post vith
elevations on it permanently mounted to show the depth of the water.
It should be of sufficient height to indicate the depth of flow
through the open channel cut spillway.

f. Continue mowing the dam area to maintain the grass cover and
prevent the encroachment of underbrush.
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APPENDIX II

PHOTOGRAPHS
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PHOTO #I CREST OF DAM

1L

PHOTO #2 UPSTREAM FACE



PHOTO #3 DOWNSTREAM FACE

PHOTO 4 SEEP BEYOND D/S TOE
OF DAM

II



PHOTO * 5 SPILLWAY (ONE OF TWO)

PHOTO 6SPILLWAY INTAKE STRUCTURE



MLd

PHOTO 7SPILLWAY APPROACH CHANNEL

PHOTO #8 SPILLWAY DISCHARGE CHANNEL
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